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Welcome 

When your wedding memories are captured by the photographers at Crystal Horton Photography, you can 

guarantee that we will see your wedding in the way you intended it to be seen and yet in a way that no one else 

thought to look. Your wedding is a glimpse into two personalities merging together laced with lavish decorations, 

iced in luxurious details, and radiating in a romance that can only be experienced between a husband and wife. 

Your Wedding 

A wedding with Crystal Horton Photography is more than just a wedding. It is your joyous and romantic ex-

periences frozen in time that will be rebirthed every anniversary. 

Your memories will start with an pre-wedding adventure. Customizing if this adventure unfolds in a single 

hour or an extravagant two-hour session, is completely up to how you wish to look back at the love affair between 

you and your fiancé. 

When you embark on your wedding day activities, our passion for your wedding will be revealed when you 

relive the moment your mother places your veil upon your head and she shed a loving tear. Our full day coverage 

will project true value on your memories when you see the proud expression on your father face and remember feel-

ing his hands shaking as he held yours. 

Your album, which protects and holds the most precious moments from that day, will not only be uplifting 

every anniversary, but will have your children beckoning to see your radiant beauty, to see your now husband em-

bracing his teary-eyed mother, and to relive the story of you confessing your love for your one and only. 
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In other words 

Our proposal for your wedding starts at $2,183 and includes the one-hour pre-wedding adventure session and 

full day coverage for your radiant wedding that includes one master photographer and a photographer’s assistant. In 

addition to receiving your memories in a digital format, at least 30 memories will have a signature style, and you 

will have a custom designed keepsake in the form of a luxurious twelve-inch wedding album which is canvas 

wrapped and includes 20 intrinsic lay flat spreads which is designed by Crystal Horton herself. 

 

Choosing Crystal Horton Photography 

Taking a photo is easy. Capturing a moment in an emotionally evoking memory, is the aspiration. What we 

extend to you, which other photographers won’t offer, is the confidence that not only will your guests feel exquisite 

treatment with priority access to your online gallery, but you will show off your luxurious wedding memories four 

(4) weeks earlier than other brides in the area, and to top off your experience with us, your heart will be exhilarated 

when you get to relive your memories every anniversary.  Your wedding with us is more than just a day event. It is a 

romantic adventure and a timeless experience that we have mastered the skills to capture for you and your future 

generations. 

 


